something like this: mastery of theoretical constructs, particularly Foucault's opus; innovative selection and reading of official and unofficial sources; refusal to equate official pronouncements with 'actual' sexual practices; recognition of gender, race, and class as integral to analyses of sexuality; resistance to the temptation to universalize or essentialize sexual practices or identities. In a very short time, die expectations imposed on historians of sexuality (largely by fellow historians of sexuality) have inspired fine, challenging work, examples of which are represented in these three books.
The one which has received die most attention is George Chauncey's Gay New York. The publicity (and sales) it has garnered are unquestionably deserved. This is an extremely ambitious work, especially since it is a first book, written originally as a dissertation under the direction of Nancy Cott. If Chauncey's supervisor put "passionlessness" on the historical map, he has colourfully documented and celebrated the opposite -namely the sexual passions that drove men to create a "gay world" in late-19th to mid-2(Xh-century New York. Although the stuffy parlour existence of Victorian ladies suffering from the vapours seems oceans away from the Bowery saloons where painted "fairies" and tattooed sailors consorted, Chauncey makes brilliant bridges between ground-breaking feminist historiography and au courant queer theory. For instance, he draws directly on Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's Epistemology of the Closet while rejecting her central metaphor pre-Stonewall gay men were not closeted, he contests, but were more like "masked" men who lived "double-lives." 2 For Chauncey, the closet image misses the complex strategies that men devised to be both visible (to each other) and invisible (to hostile outsiders). Like "separate spheres," an outmoded term which inaccurately defined women as creatures cocooned from "the public," the closet is a metaphor which wrongly implies that gay men existed in a kind of cryogenic state prior to coming out en masse in the 1970s. Chauncey's project is to put that image to rest: not only were there sexually-active gay men prior to the modern gay liberation movement, but there were numerous sites in the early metropolis where like-inclined men concocted a vibrant subculture of sex and sociability.
Alexander's and Odem's books cover much of same terrain (literally, and figuratively) as Gay New York, but these authors do not focus on the world that bad girls made. In both cases, they are interested in how, why, and according to whom working-class girls came to be considered problems in tum-of-the-century us cities and towns. Alexander traces how teenaged women, institutionalized for various morals offenses, challenged conventions of female heterosexuality. Almost all Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley 1990). In an important footnote in which Chauncey elucidates his modified Sedgwickian analysis, he states: "While the double life is predicated on the need for secrecy, hiding, and double entendre, which she analyzes, it does not connote the utter invisibility and aloneness of the closet: it recognizes the visibility of the gay world to gay men as well as its invisibility to the dominant culture." Chauncey, Gay New York, 375. products of poor, working-class families, these "wayward girls" were sent to reformatories for indulging in the sorts of pleasures that their middle-class sisters got away wim -going on unsupervised dates and spending their money as they pleased. They may have been the first to crash through barriers on the road to the heterosexual revolution of the 1920s, but it seems mat the only kind of subculture they created emerged behind reformatory walls where die more spirited railed against therapeutic and punitive schemes to refashion them into good girls.
Odem's Delinquent Daughters is also a sympathetic portrait of woridng-class girls and young women who "explored opportunities for social and sexual autonomy," (2) but who ended up in police holding cells, juvenile courts, and training schools for their trouble. Odem adds a refreshing west coast perspective on a subject which has heretofore attracted the attention of historians who have focused on eastern seaboard and midwest cities. At die same time, she sets die reform and policing activities imposed on young delinquents in die Oakland and Los Angeles areas on a national stage of late-Victorian and Progressive Era sexual anxieties and controls. Beginning with late-19th-century Womens' Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) campaigns to raise die age of consent for girls (from as low as seven years old in Delaware!), Odem establishes that efforts to protect girls from rapacious men backfired: not only did girls remain sexually vulnerable (especially to men they knew), but their status as victims was openly questioned by judges, defence lawyers, and boyfriends. Their wilful defiance of expectations that they be dutiful and sexually circumspect rendered diem vulnerable to a growing array of state agents and institutions established in die early 1900s to police sexuality. Like Alexander's wayward girls, Odem's "delinquent daughters" played a high-risk, high-stakes game in which their only option was to break die rules, not make diem.
Reading these books together gives die impression that girls and boys just wanted to have fun, but that boys managed to have it without risking as much. All three authors agree that die late-19th century explosion in urban entertainments multiplied die possibilities for pleasure, even for die poorest of city dwellers. As historians Katiiy Peiss, Lewis Erenberg, and David Nasaw have established, die late-19di to die mid-20th century was die golden age of cheap public amusements strung not along suburban fringes (like theme parks and malls of our time), but appliqued like sequins onto die fabric of inner city life. 4 For die most part, their
Alexander devotes considerable attention to inmate sub-cultures in her analysis of die 1920 Bcford Hills riot "Good girls" learned to not rock the boat, but the "worst inmates," those most resistant to forced lessons in respectability, went on a "campaign of prolonged defiance and displays of utter disrespect" which ultimately forced die institution to revamp its rules and discipline policies, 92-101. Crowds were so thick at fair midways that passersby scarcely noticed if couples rubbed more than shoulders. Beaches and parks were also popular resorts which advertised healthful pleasures but also provided convenient rendez-vous for men and women seeking refreshments other than fresh air. For heterosexual men, cruising for dates in these open-air sex markets apparently entailed few risks. Evidence from each of these books confirms that heterosexual men of all classes staked the surest claims in urban territory. Simply hanging out on street corners, or outside pool halls and saloons, young toughs in New York advertised their masculinity by heckling women and beating up men whom they considered rivals or "fairies." While disorderliness or public drunkenness frequently landed working-class and immigrant men in paddy wagons, expressions of heterosexual desire (or defensiveness) rarely led to arrests. Chauncey recounts a story about two gay men who were chased by a group of pugnacious sailors, only to be "rescued" by a policeman who arrested the pair for degeneracy. Ironically, the policing of heterosexual morals could produce opportunities for gay men to find partners and customers. In one instance, the Committee closed a saloon near the Brooklyn navy yard after producing evidence that it was used as a house of heterosexual assignation; a year later, when it re-opened to men only, it began to serve an alternative market. In 1917, the police raided the bar after receiving reports that "'male perverts'" entertained sailors in the saloon's back rooms. As Chauncey shows, YMCA hotels were colonized by significant numbers of gay men. One man revealed to a sexologist in the 1940s that the West Side Y was an '"elegant brothel for those who like to live in their ivory towers with Greek gods. If you go to a shower there is always someone waiting to have an affair. It doesn't take long'." 6 It was not only the white slavery panic and the ensuing campaign against brothels and houses of assignation that provided a cover for men to pursue men. One of Chauncey's arguments, derived from Durkheimian deviance theory, is that the visibility and flamboyance of "fairies" and "pansies" allowed wide latitude for "normal" men to pursue both male and female sexual partners in early 20th century New York. As he notes, "the centrality of the fairy to the popular representation of sexual abnormality allowed other men to engage in casual sexual relations with other men, with boys, and, above all, with the fairies themselves without imagining that they themselves were abnormal." Chauncey is careful to locate this sexual ideology within the specific context of its cultural milieu -"the highly aggressive and quintessentially 'masculine' subculture of young and usually unmarried sailors, common labourers, hoboes, and other transient workers, who were a ubiquitous presence in early-20th-century American cities." Otherwise heterosexual men who responded to "fairies" and paid for sex could maintain their sense of "normal" manhood because they acted out the widely recognized "male quest for pleasure and power." When men (particularly working-class and immigrant men) strolled the streets in search of transitory sexual pleasures, Chauncey argues that they responded as readily to the lures of male fairies as to female prostitutes if the latter were unavailable. (65-7)
The relative absence of anything like a spinster subculture in working-class milieux helps to explain the contrast between the liveliness of gay New York, and the risk-ridden world of working girls' city pleasures. There were real differences between the material and cultural resources at gay men's, versus working-class girls', disposal. Because huge numbers of young males were unmarried in this period of rapid, disproportionately male immigration (approximately 40 per cent of males over the age of 15 in New York), bachelor societies thrived in immigrant and working-class neighbourhoods, creating possibilities for homosexual contact. Italians in particular, and African Americans and Irish, to a lesser extent, did virtually all of their working and socializing with other men, whether or not they were single. Those without English language skills, excluded from lucrative salaried jobs, often found casual work along the docks, or on construction sites. After-work drinking and after-drinking sleeping usually kept men within a tight circle of all-male associates -a social world in which gay male desire could and did surface. Hostile to the restraints and responsibilities of marriage and domesticChaunccy also provides a richly detailed portrait of how many of the city's bath houses, originally constructed as hygienic facilities, were infiltrated by men who turned these spaces into resorts for homosexual contact and voyeurism. See chapter 8, "The Social World of the Baths," 161,156, 207-26. ity, working-class men "performed gender" (in Judith Butler's sense of the term) by dominating and subordinating effeminate men, especially if women were not available as sexual partners (a common scenario in immigrant enclaves). As the World War I venereal disease panic inflamed traditional fears of disease-ridden female prostitutes, fairies persuaded bachelors that homosexual encounters were safer than contact with "loose" women. The variety of sexual activities and the multiplicity of identities which emerged in bachelor subcultures of early-20th New York do not fit neatly along the "simple polarities of 'homosexual' and 'heterosexual'," Chauncey argues. Rather he shows that phallocentric street-corner culture made more meaningful distinctions between active seekers of sexual release, and those willing to be acted upon. (76, 80, 96) This is where I began to question Chauncey's otherwise persuasive argument. At numerous points in the book he states that prior to the 1930s and 1940s crackdown on gay sociability, unofficial forms of restraint, including family and neighbourhood pressures, were more effective than formal policing initiatives in forcing gay men to remain masked. But aside from the sailor incident cited above, he offers little evidence that gay bashing or more formal means of disapproval, such as excommunication, repressed homosexual lives. Bachelor culture appears in Chauncey's rendition to have created more possibilities than perils for homosexuals. But surely the rouged fairy who purred, "Hey, sailor!" from an alleyway was as prone to male violence or abuse as were saucy girls like Nellie. He might also have been even less likely than a female prostitute to bother pressing charges. New York's bachelor culture unquestionably incubated homosexuality, but more might have been made of its simultaneous power to suppress its outward expression.
Spinster subcultures did emerge in the same period, but they flourished in settlement houses and women's colleges, not in jam factories or behind sales counters. Cultural and material factors restricted the resources working-class single women could draw upon in their search for autonomy and pleasure in the city, even though rates of singlehood were high for girls and young women. For instance, eighty per cent of New York's wage-earning women in 1900 were single; in Toronto, the number of single women was actually much larger than that of single men -as great a ratio as 121:100 in 1901.
9 So the numbers were there but Young women from working-class families congregated in cities because masters, manufacturers, and retailers valued them as workers who could do the work of men for the wages of children. While some young women, like Alexander's Nellie, drifted to cities without any plans for work or lodgings, the vast majority of single women were not "adrift" but living in some sort of family arrangement and contributing to the family wage. 
." (165)
So how and why did young women, whose parents did not turn them in, end up in the grasp of the criminal justice system? For the period Alexander and Odem study the answer to the "why" question is straightforward: because they were heterosexually active outside of marriage, or because authorities suspected they were likely to engage in heterosexual acts. The "how" question requires closer analysis. Working-class women's sexual adventuresomeness inspired a sense of social disorder so profound that their bids for independence triggered a staggering array of punitive responses. Compared to the legal statutes which stigmatized gay male sexual activities (the felony offence of sodomy and the misdemeanour of disorderly conduct), legal responses to female heterosexual delinquency were both more extensive and more punitive in practice (although this would change by the mid-1920s and 1930s).
Chauncey's description of a raid on the Hotel Koenig illustrates the differences between the policing of gay men and heterosexually active women prior to the 1920s. A garnering place for prostitutes, pansies, coarse burlesque performers, gay men, and trade, the joint was raided in 1920, and 30 male customers were arrested for '"degenerate disorderly conduct.'" Chauncey notes that their sentences (23 spent 10 days in jail, and 7 paid $50 fines) were unusually severe for this sort of bust: most gay men arrested for "degeneracy" around the turn of the century were given only $1 or $2 fines. (171) Young working-class girls risked much more for doing much less. Alexander points out that a 1915 New York State vagrancy law, designed to combat street prostitution, facilitated arrests of young women who did little more than flirt: "The new law substituted the idea that women willing to engage in non-marital sex were a threat wherever they went and to whomever they came in contact Moreover, it expanded die definition of prostitution to include sexual favours that were not rewarded with monetary payment" Age and race varied the risk factors for working-class women who fell under official scrutiny, whether or not they were actually "guilty" of heterosexual activity. Some women complained, (and several vice squad critics confirmed) that they were victims of police frame-ups and rackets. Black women had little chance of acquittal if white officers arrested them for soliciting or loitering when they had merely hailed cabs or talked to acquaintances on the street Police also considered young working-class women who shared accommodations with other women to be suspicious, particularly if they were unemployed. And in 1923, state support increased for parents who were unable to control their sexually assertive or merely wilfully independent daughters. New York's "Wayward Minor Act" (which applied to young women aged 16 to 21) allowed alleged female delinquents to be incarcerated or placed on probation simply on their parents' word. The early-20th-century anti-prostitution campaign's punitive impact on young working-class women was considerable, Alexander concludes: "Not trusting sexually adventurous working girls' ability to steer clear of prostitution, indeed, unable to distinguish between casual consensual sex and prostitution. New York's legal system worked to uncover and punish sexual desire." (57,52-3, 65) In Odem's estimation it was not that the "legal system" could not distinguish between non-commercial and commercial heterosexual activities; rather, legal actors did not consider the distinction to be relevant. She sets up her book by reviewing the campaign to raise the age of consent for females, and by showing how easily the desire to protect young women metastasized into imperatives of control. Inmates certainly believed that incarceration was punishment. As one El Retiro School for Girls inmate proclaimed: '"I think the cause of unhappiness today and a lot of the girls today is the Juvenile Court In a lot of cases it isn't justice.'" By seeking and gaining considerable state support for their reform activities, white feminists and clubwomen sponsored juvenile courts, women's reformatories and training schools, female probation officers, and women police officers. Their success in carving out professional and political niches for themselves left them "implicated in repressive and discriminatory policies directed against female offenders." Ironically, racist barriers to African American women's participation in state institutions, combined with black women's deep suspicion of a criminal justice system which utterly failed to protect black victims (both male and female), meant that black families were more likely to turn to charitable community resources, such as homes for wayward girls, before they sought out the courts and the police. When vice squad officers raided gay cabarets, they did not haul in "pansies" to protect their morals, but this is precisely what happened when women police officers came across young women spooning with men on park benches, or dancing a little too closely. Promoted as "protective-preventive'' police work, this form of morals policing often set into motion a variety of coercive mechanisms, from probation to incarceration. 17 The transformation of protection into punishment accelerated in World War I, when the Commission on Training Camp Activities enlisted women police and probation officers to round up suspected female v.d. carriers. Massive federal resources were thrown behind the effort between 1918 and 1920, when an estimated 30,000 women and girls "suspected of illicit activity, prostitution, or venereal disease" were arrested, and over half were institutionalized. As was the case with the male spooners and dance partners, soldiers and male v.d. carriers were not incarcerated as a matter of policy (most received medical treatment as outpatients). As Odem shows, the few heterosexual males who faced potentially serious charges were those accused by parents of having sex with underage daughters. Still, older men were die only ones likely to end up serving prison sentences: young men were usually given a lecture and placed on probation, while girls were frequently detained for months "for their own good." 1 Thus, the girl problem and the gay world emerged simultaneously, often in the same urban zones. Yet they do not share the same history. Considered together, these three books confirm that "the history of sexuality" is crude short form for the interpretation of the sexual past. The ways in which sexuality is expressed (indeed, what is recognized as sex), as well as the means by which it is policed vary not only over time but within historical periods. Race, ethnicity, class, and gender are only the most obvious markers which historians have examined to identify sexual subgroups with distinct histories. Historians of sexuality have also established that generalizing about queer history is problematic, not only because of the differences between lesbians' and gay men's pasts, but because of the contentiousness of terminology devised to describe both practice and identity. If historians apply labels of homosexuality, bisexuality, or heterosexuality casually, they cannot be parental restrictions and confining moral codes." (137) Alexander's bad girls were even more enterprising: they "rejected the behavioral conventions and moral values of the nineteenth century, substituting self assertion and conspicuous neterosexuality for deference and sexual purity." More than that, they "tried to reinvent female adolescence." (1) Self-consciously? I doubt it The problem in both cases is not so much incredible readings of die records, or inattention to imagined stashes of working-class women's self-composed records; rather it is a question of interpreting at times over-burdening official records of "die girl problem."
Chauncey too wants to rescue his masked men from die obscurity of die historical closet. The difference is that his sources allow him to stack up a weightier analysis of subjectivity and identity, or more accurately, subjectivities and identi- find. Glancing through New York historians' bibliographies is enough to make Canadian historians of sexuality drool with envy. Yet we know that people have had sexual lives beyond the limits of the five boroughs. The challenge is to come up with questions which our evidence can bear, and methodologies which are appropriate for the sources we unearth, whether they be scandal sheets or family photos. Historians of sexuality, following in the footsteps of labour and feminist historians, are well aware that "the recording of history is both the outcome of struggle and the locus of struggle itself." 23 Thus it is fair to suggest that each of the authors under review will not regard his or her book as the last words on a subject about which we still know so little.
^Consider, for instance, Timothy Gilfoyle's City of Eros: New York City, Prostitution, and the Commercialization of Sex, 1790-1920 (New York 1992). The book is stuffed with pictures of brothels and saloons; investigative details from vice surveys and inquiries into police corruption abound; excerpts from diaries, letters, memoirs, novels, plays, and popular song appear throughout So when New York historians like Chauncey predict that graduate students and local historians studying Midwestern cities, small towns and rural areas, and "communities of colour" will "ultimately revise and make more complicated the periodizations based so far on national studies of coastal cities," they will have much less to work with. (365) ^cClintock, Imperial Leather, 310. Chauncey was already working on a companion volume (examining the gay world in post 1940 New York) before Gay New York was completed.
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